
 
  

Volunteer Role Description - General Collections & Archives Volunteer 
About the York Archaeological Trust  The York Archaeological Trust (YAT) is an       

independent charity which investigates the past for       
present communities and future generations. With      
over 40 years of excavation and research       
experience we have a range of in-house specialist        
skills in offices in York, Sheffield, Nottingham &        
Glasgow. Our discoveries are shared with the       
public through our public facing work, including       
The JORVIK Group of attractions. 

Purpose of the Role To support the Collections and Archives team with 
ongoing projects that help ensure the safe 
long-term storage of archaeological artefacts at 
our Collections Store. 

Main Tasks Tasks will be varied depending on the on-going 
projects available. They could include finds sorting, 
repackaging, documentation and exhibition or 
storage related tasks.  Volunteers will be matched 
to tasks according to their interests and skills and 
task availability. 

Role Skills Previous experience in archaeology or museums 
archives, single context archaeology and context 
recording would be useful but is not essential.  
 
Volunteers should be happy to volunteer as part of 
a team, will need a good level of attention to detail, 
good written English skills and basic (Word, Excel) 
IT skills. Some tasks may include some physical 
lifting of boxes and materials to be archived. 

Areas of Interest This is an ideal role for anyone seeking 
behind-the-scenes heritage experience or 
involvement in a Curatorial/archives setting.  

Person you can report to. The Collections Manager will act as your main 
point of coordination, with further support as 
needed from the Head of Collections and 
Archives/Head of Volunteering. 

Induction and Training We will offer you training to learn your role and 
settle into the volunteer team. On your first day we 
will give a building and role induction with 
continuing role training. We run a three session 
induction period to make sure you are happy with 
your role and that it is working for the Trust. At the 
end of this we  will sit down with you to ensure the 
role is working well and you have everything you 
need. 

Hours Usual hours are a full (10 am - 4.30 pm) or part 
days  once a week, fortnight or month. A minimum 
involvement of 4 months is suggested to help you 
gain the most from your role.  

Uniform Sensible flat shoes and warm layers are 
recommended as well as clothes that you do not 
mind getting mucky.  



 


